
 

 

Press release – TVS joins AIPC Community 

 

Brussels (November 8th, 2022) – TVS, the global award-winning architecture and 
interior design firm is joining the AIPC Community as a business partner and will 
play an active role in the educational, research and networking programme of 
AIPC. 

TVS – designers of the four largest convention centers in North America, four of 
the largest in China, the largest in India and the largest in Central America – will 
bring great value to the AIPC community in different ways. The objectives of the 
partnership are to stimulate the exchange of knowledge between TVS and the 
AIPC members, leverage the expertise of TVS when developing educational and 
research programmes, and to create partnerships with AIPC members in 
pursuing the collective goal of remarkable venue design.  

This will also allow TVS to be in direct contact with the senior leadership of more 
than 170 convention centers worldwide and to have insight into the continuously 
changing design and construction requirements.  

“TVS is honored to join AIPC’s incredible network of global business leaders, 
and to participate in the ongoing knowledge exchange of best-in-class 
international business operations with its members,” said Erik Waldman, CVE, 
TVS Vice President of Venue Services. “We’re thrilled for the opportunity to 
provide value to our fellow AIPC members by sharing our experiences in 
convention center design, and are looking forward to engaging this community 
as a business partner.”   

“From an AIPC point of view, it is very important to give our members privileged 
access to companies such as TVS. By involving them actively in our activities, 
we allow for an exchange of knowledge and ideas which is invaluable to our 
global community”, said Greg O’Dell, President of Venue Management at 
OVG360 and President of AIPC. 
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About AIPC 

AIPC - the International Association of Convention Centres - is the industry 
association for professional convention and exhibition centre managers world 
wide. AIPC is committed to encouraging and recognizing excellence in 
convention centre management, while at the same time providing the tools to 
achieve such high standards through its research, educational and networking 
programs 

About TVS:  

TVS is the award-winning architecture and interior design firm at the helm of 
some of the world’s premier convention center facilities, having delivered the four 
largest in North America, four of the largest in China, the largest in India and the 
largest in Central America. These convention projects are often the most 
complex that a community will undertake, with more than 240,000,000 people 
interacting with these designs every year. Renowned for flexible, high-
performance solutions that rise to the challenges of an ever-evolving meetings 
and events industry, TVS makes remarkable design easy. 

 

Contact information 

AIPC : 

secretariat@aipc.org 

+32 2 213 13 00 

TVS : 

ewaldman@tvsdesign.com 

404-946-6680 


